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The Lithuanian Jewish Community invites you to celebrate the 21st European Days of Jewish
Culture in Vilnius September 6. 

The Lithuanian Jewish Community invites the public to a fun celebration on the

first Sunday in September at the Bagel Shop Café in Vilnius.

We will begin cooking Litvak bagels at 9:00 A.M. The Rakija Klezmer Orkestar will
perform and Rabbi Sholom Ber Krinsky will provide a tour of the Choral Synagogue. 

LJC chairwoman Faina Kukliansky says the European Days of Jewish Culture take
place annually in early September just before the High Holy Days. Jews in
communities around Europe are encouraged to invite into their communities those
who are interested in the culture and traditions of their Jewish fellow citizens and
offer them Jewish treats and the chance to hear Jewish music. The Lithuanian Jewish
Community is inviting you to do the same.

Rosh Hashanah, the start of the new Jewish year 5781, is just around the corner,

when ritual challah bread is made. The Bagel Shop's senior chef Riva Portnaja will

teach those wanting to learn how to make challa, and Natalja Cheifec will speak

about the traditions of the Jewish High Holy Days.

We will present a lecture which caused a lot of discussion and emotion after being

delivered in Kaunas, Šiauliai and Klaipëda called "Deification and Demonization of

Jews: Anti-Semitic Superstitions in Society." 

"Superstitions about Jews are inseparable from anti-Semitism, but they aren't the

cause of anti-Semitism," say Eva and Vitkoras Tombakas, who are presenting the

lecture and moderating the discussion.



The Jewish song and dance ensemble Fayerlakh will perform in the evening.

The European Association for the Preservation and Promotion of Jewish Culture

and Heritage (AEJP) announced the theme "Jewish journeys" for this year's Days of

Jewish Culture. Journeys are a large part of Jewish history. Following their

expulsion from the Land of Israel the Jews wandered and lived in different lands,

seeking religious tolerance and economic opportunities. Following settlement in

different European locations, two main Jewish ethno-cultural formations emerged:

the Sephardic in Islamic Spain and the Ashkenaz in the Rhineland. Even thriving

Jewish communities suffered under the Inquisition, persecutions and pogroms, and

Jews freuqnetly had to move away and start everything again from scratch.

Merchants also travelled between cultures and functioned as a link between

different communities.

We are surrounded by a myriad of personal emotional journeys, during which

people are discovering their previously-hidden Jewish roots and continue the

journey of seeking out and discovering their Jewish identity, culture and religion.

This year those who respect Jewish heritage and culture will have the unique ability

of participating on-line. Let's embark on the journey together September 6.

>>https://bit.ly/3jwpQcf

Come and let's discover together the sounds, the smells, the taste and history, the

ferment and tumult of the former Jewish quarter.

Event organized by the Lithuanian Jewish Community.

Event supported by the Lithuanian Cultural Heritage Department under the

Lithuanian Ministry of Culture

Event announcement on social media:

Program and registration >>https://bit.ly/3baTwZg

#ManoŽydiškaKelionë #EŽKD #ŽyduKultûrosDiena   

For more information, contact
Dovilë Rûkaitë, LJC projects director, projects@lzb.lt mob. 867849300
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